
Kotoko, ?????
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
itsuka mata kitto  koko de aeru hi ga kuru
sonna kotoba  ima mo oboete iru nante
douka anata mo  mada  onaji kimochi no mama de
kaette kuru hi wo matte imasu you ni

tatta hitotsu no kotae  shinjitsudzukete
konna fuu ni  imasara  koe ni dashite tsubuyaita

zutto matte'ru...  sabishikute naite mo
anata no ibasho wa  hoka ni wa nai kara
kaze ni tanabiku POPURA no ha no shita de
kikoeta ki ga shita  sonna hitorigoto

itsumade mo kitto  soba ni iru to waratte'ta
kokoro made tooku hanarete shimai sou de
atarashii keshiki no naka de warau anata no
tonari e ima sugu  kakedashitai keredo

heibon na yakusoku wo shinjitsudzukete
koboresou na namida  mine ni himete dakishimeta

zutto matte'ru...  sabishikute naitemo
anata no egao ga hanarenai kara
kaze ni yurete'ru maegami ni yadotta
mukashibanashi ni yoku nita  hitorigoto

heiki da yo to egao de  te wo futta no ni
hontou wa inotte'ta  ...ne, doko ni mo ikanaide...

zutto matte'ru... sabishikute naitemo
anata no nukumori wasurenai kara
kaze ga hakonda omoide no naka no
anata ni todoketai  tada no hitorigoto
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==English==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Some day again, we'll meet here
To this day I remember, those words
You too, even now, may have the same feelings
That you're waiting for the day to return...

The one and only answer, to continue believing in
Like this 'though it's nothing new, I spoke the words

I'll be waiting forever... even as I cry in loneliness
Where you should be, is here and nowhere else
Under the poplar leaves dancing in the wind
I thought I heard, me being alone

Forever for sure, you smiled saying that you'll be by my side
But it felt like your heart was going far away
In an unknown place you smile
I wish I could run right now, to your side

Believing in a mediocre promise
I held back the tears about to fall, holding them in my heart



I'll be waiting forever... even as I cry in loneliness
Your smile I can't forget
The feeling on my hair of swinging in the wind
Like an old tale, me being alone

I'll be all right I smiled, and waved
But I was praying... please, don't go anywhere...

I'll be waiting forever... even as I cry in loneliness
Your warmth I won't forget
In memories the wind may carry
What I want to send to you, me being alone
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